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Chapter 1751: After your self-explosion…… (6) 

Huang Yueli nodded, “That’s right but he had once lost his memories and only remembered everything 

in the past several months ago. His current name is Li Moying and he’s Blue Profound Sect’s…..” 

“Isn’t that the peerless genius who had caused a sensation some days ago at the south city entrance?” 

Ye Xing Hua cried out. 

Huang Yueli blinked as she replied in surprise, “Why? You know about that too?” 

Li Moying was now in the limelight but Armament Masters seldom took notice of practitioners, 

especially for high ranked Armament Masters like Ye Xing Hua, majority of them placed their attention 

on armament refining, and had no free time to go think about any other matters. 

Ye Xing Hua responded, “Of course I know about it! Is there anyone in the entire Sky Emperor City who 

doesn’t know about this? He’s not some ordinary genius and I’ve heard several people talking about this 

that his innate talent is even more outstanding than the yester-years Mu Chengying and he will 

definitely become a new number one top exponent in the Continent! I’ve never thought that after all 

this, it’s actually the same person…. no wonder no matter how many conditions Splendid Violet 

Heavenly Palace came out with, he wasn’t interested and directly headed over to Blue Profound Sect.” 

Huang Yueli gave a smile because when she heard anyone praising Li Moying in such a way, this fiancé of 

hers was always glorious no matter where he went. 

“Moying’s bloodline and innate talent in this lifetime is indeed much more outstanding than past life. 

But his ability has not reached the peak condition as in his past life and I’m afraid that he will need to 

cultivate a little longer before he can resume back to his former glory.” 

She paused for a moment and continued, “Alright, this is what had happened to me. I will continue to 

investigate President Jiang’s matters. That’s right my motive in coming over this time is to obtain a 

seventh ranked Armament Master certification from you. Soaring Heavens Merchant Guild’s annual 

auction is about to start and I have a batch of seventh ranked Profound Armaments to sell.” 

Ye Xing Hua looked at her and silently muttered, “It’s no problem for you to get seventh ranked 

certification. The problem is you’re still too young and earlier in the certification lobby, it’s already 

ridiculous enough for you to obtain fifth rank certification. If I were to issue you with a seventh rank 

certification… will it raise any suspicions?” 

A fifteen to sixteen year old seventh ranked Armament Master…. it’s simply out of this world! 

Even if it was Huang Yueli’s past life, at this age, she was merely able to refine fifth tier upper grade 

Profound Armaments. 

If it wasn’t for the fact that he knew that the young lady in front of him was Huang Yueli herself, Ye Xing 

Hua would definitely not believe that there existed such an abnormal genius! 

Moreover, if this matter were to spread out, Huang Yueli would instantly attain fame and it went against 

her aim of remaining low-keyed. 



Huang Yueli thought for a moment and said, “I’ve already thought through this. Soaring Heavens 

Merchant Guild permits anonymous sellers so I can register a fake name in the Armament Guild 

Headquarters so just issuing the seventh rank certification to this fake name will do. I only want to 

ensure that my Profound Armament will be sold at a high price and that will do.” 

“This can be done.” Ye Xing Hua nodded, “Then…. Master, what code name do you want to use?” 

Huang Yueli said out without thinking, “Just call…. Li Ruobai.” 

“Li Ruobai?” Ye Xing Hua went into a blank and immediately his heart flushed a sense of bitterness. 

This lifetime, Huang Yueli still hadn’t changed her mind towards Mu Chengying? Otherwise why would 

she subconsciously use that man’s surname when she was using a code name? 

But what was more shocking came right after. 

Huang Yueli continued, “In future if you have anything to look for me, just send someone over to Blue 

Profound Sect to look for me. Although there aren’t too many people who know who I am, but as long 

as you mention that you’re looking for Li Moying’s fiancée, everyone will know it’s me.” 
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“What? You… you’re engaged to Sovereign Mu!” 

This time round, Ye Xing Hua was totally awestruck. 

In the past, Mu Chengying had proposed multiple times yet Huang Yueli had never nodded her head so 

Ye Xing Hua silent assumed that they would still be in an ambiguous relationship this lifetime. 

In the end, whoever knew that Huang Yueli had actually gotten engaged to him at such a young age? 

Ye Xing Hua had an unspeakable feeling in his heart but he knew that even without Mu Chengying, it 

was impossible for Huang Yueli to like him….. 

He forcibly squeezed out a smile as he lowered his voice, “Master, congratulations. In this way, 

Sovereign Mu will become my Master’s wife?” 

“Master’s wife??” Huang Yueli went into a pause when she heard this greeting and immediately burst 

out into laughter, “Right, right, you’re absolutely right! In future he will be your Master’s wife! Greet 

him as this when you meet!” 

She wondered when Li Moying heard this greeting, what kind of reaction would he put on? 

Surely he wouldn’t be so infuriated that he would slap Ye Xing Hua to death right? 

The two of them chatted for a while more and Huang Yueli noticed that the day was getting late hence 

she prepared to leave. 

Speaking of that, she was considered to have snuck out today and if Li Moying found out that she had 

snuck out while he was in closed door cultivation to meet Ye Xing Hua, he might probably be drowning 

in jealousy. 

Ye Xing Hua personally sent Huang Yueli out of the Armament Guild Headquarters. 



When the two of them passed by the certification lobby, there were still many Armament Masters who 

were lining up waiting to be certified. 

On seeing the both of them, everyone’s gazes immediately turned around. 

They originally thought that they would see Huang Yueli trying her best to please Ye Xing Hua. After all, 

to be able to get a lift from the Armament Guild Headquarters’ President, to gain his appreciation was 

like a cake falling from the sky, to any Armament Master. It was so great that anyone would wake up 

laughing from their dreams. 

But the truth which fell into their eyes was Ye Xing Hua respectfully leading the way for Huang Yueli. 

Everyone subconsciously rubbed their eyes, not daring to believe what they just saw. 

“How could this be? What kind of scenario is this? Why did President Ye treat that Young Miss Bai so 

politely?” 

“Could it be that he values Young Miss Bai’s innate talent and wishes to take her in as his disciple?” 

“What? How could that be possible? I don’t believe it! President Ye is the highest skilled Armament 

Master in the entire Soaring Heavens Continent and he had even inherited a major portion of 

Grandmaster Huang’s skills but yet he had never taken in any disciple before! Could he really make an 

exception this time round?” 

“Who knows? Miss Bai is still so young yet she has already become a fifth ranked Armament Master! It’s 

only natural for President Ye to appreciate her isn’t it?” 

“Wow, I really envy her! I’m much older than Young Miss Bai! But I’m still here queuing up to take part 

in the third rank Armament Master certification and worrying if I can pass or not. Looking at her…. really 

comparing one against another person can die!” 

Ye Xing Hua heard the audience’s discussions as his brows furrowed. 

Since when did he have the ability to take Huang Yueli in as a disciple? That year he begged Huang Yueli 

to impart him her armament refining skills after many years of shameless requests before he managed 

to attain his wishes. 

If these people were to find out what the “lucky talented young lady” in their eyes was the yester-year 

Number One Armament Master Huang Yueli, he wondered just how shocked they would be! 

The two of them walked out of the Armament Guild Headquarters entrance and Huang Yueli boarded 

the carriage as she waved at Ye Xing Hua and set off on her return journey back to Blue Profound Sect. 

However, no one expected that there were two black figures dressed in black robes, observing this 

entire scene in one corner. 
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“Hey, wake up quickly!” The taller practitioner poked his companion beside him, “Stop dozing off, Bai 

Ruoli had already walked out from the Armament Guild so let’s quickly chase up to her!” 

The shorter practitioner jumped up suddenly, as though he was rudely awoken from his dream. 



“Finally! This young lass finally walked out from inside. What on earth was she doing for such a long time 

inside, really such a waste of our time!” 

They had originally thought that Huang Yueli would come out very quickly hence they didn’t purchase a 

ticket to enter the Armament Guild so naturally they wouldn’t know the commotion which Huang Yueli 

had created. 

The taller practitioner said impatiently, “She could have possibly taken part in the Armament Master 

certification! Today’s Armament Guild is very disoriented and President Ye’s sudden appearance 

probably took up quite a bit of time. Alright, don’t bother about that now. It’s a good thing that she 

came out so late because now that the sky had darkened, it’d be much more convenient for us to make 

a move later!” 

“You’re right, let’s chase up quickly!” 

The two figures ducked out from the wall and followed behind Huang Yueli’s carriage from a distance 

behind. 

In the carriage, Huang Yueli’s head leaned against the side of the carriage, as she appeared drowsy, 

almost about to sleep. 

She had exhausted a huge amount of mental power today. Firstly was the Armament Master assessment 

as she utilised complicated armament refining skills and later on in order to worm the truth out from Ye 

Xing Hua, she used her Piercing Sky Eye technique which exhausted an even larger amount of mental 

power to control a ninth stage realm practitioner. 

Hence the minute she went up the carriage, she felt tired. 

However, just as she was about to fall asleep, an ominous premonition suddenly arose in her heart and 

it skipped a beat. 

This was the reaction which a practitioner who had been through long term experience had. Every single 

time a crisis appeared, warning signs would crop up in their mind. 

Moreover, this feeling…. seemed to be the same as what she sensed this morning when she left Blue 

Profound Sect, something which made one feel uncomfortable. 

Huang Yueli suddenly opened her eyes and was just about to ask the coachman what was happening. 

Whoever knew that at this present moment, two muffled moans were heard from the front of the 

carriage. 

Huang Yueli knew that things were not right and the minute she lifted up the curtain, she saw the two 

coachmen cum guards seated in front each leaning to one side as their heads dropped down softly, 

totally not moving and unsure if they were dead or alive. 

When Huang Yueli saw that, she instantly knew that she had been targeted but she had seen many large 

scenarios before hence she wasn’t very flustered. Instead she speedily started to turn into high alert 

mode as she used her soul trace to sense the surrounding situation, so that she could prepare herself for 

a battle. 



“Who dares to lay a hand on my guards? Since you’re directing this at me, why are you still hiding for? 

Trying to be a street rat?” Huang Yueli’s voice was calm as she spoke out. 

Her words had just ended and two figures sprouted out from the forest by the roadside, as they started 

shouting loudly. 

“Yo, you little b*tch, your mouth is indeed incredible! Have you relied on your fiancé’s backing too much 

that you’ve become used to being arrogant and your mind is not that usable already?” 

“I advise you to follow us obediently and stop making unnecessary resistance. Otherwise your two 

bodyguards will be your role model!” 

Huang Yueli fixed her eyes outside to discover two practitioners who had wrapped themselves up 

tightly, revealing only a pair of eyes and nose. Apparently they did not dare to reveal their identities in 

front of her. 

But she also noticed that these two men’s cultivation weren’t very high; one was in seventh stage realm 

first level while the other was in seventh stage realm second level. 

Huang Yueli frowned, “You two… what on earth did you do to my guards!” 
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The two guards whom Cang Po Jun allocated to her were also seventh stage realm top exponents and 

based on the cultivation method inheritance in Blue Profound Sect, when they faced same levelled 

practitioners, they should gain the absolute advantage. 

How could they possibly be defeated so easily by two fellows who don’t even dare to show their faces? 

The shorter practitioner couldn’t help but started laughing loudly, “Why? Did you think that you’re 

totally prepared just because you brought along two seventh stage realm practitioners? Let me tell you, 

Sky Emperor City isn’t like South Sky Region, that kind of countryside place. There are plenty of top 

exponents here so seventh stage realm really isn’t considered as anything! Your two bodyguards have 

probably waited too long for you hence when someone went up to chat with them, they just went on 

ahead to drink some tea!” 

“So you added something into their tea?” Huang Yueli’s brows rose. 

“Haha, that’s right, you’re rather smart! These Blue Profound Sect disciples think too highly of 

themselves and probably have never thought that the other powerhouses’ people actually dare to 

openly drug them?” The shorter practitioner spoke with disdain. 

Don’t look at his current haughty attitude right now. In actual fact if it was under normal circumstances, 

he really didn’t dare to do something like drugging Blue Profound Sect’s direct disciples. 

But now on seeing the greatest opportunity right in front of his eyes was to capture this young lass in 

front of them and a bright future would be ensured, hence he didn’t put too much thinking into this! 

Huang Yueli revealed an enlightened look and at the same time became assured. Looked like these two 

guards were merely drugged unconscious and would not die for now. 



But Blue Profound Sect’s disciple’s quality really wasn’t much these days! If it was sixteen years ago, 

such brainless disciples would have been kicked out of the sect by Mu Chengying long ago. 

The taller practitioner saw Huang Yueli in deep thoughts and thought she was afraid as he became even 

more complacent, feeling that his mission today was considered successful. 

“Young Miss Bai, don’t rely on these two fellows regaining consciousness to come save you. This 

knockout drug can last for at least twenty four hours and they won’t be regaining consciousness anytime 

soon. Moreover we are currently in a path where we are off the beaten track and usually not many 

people pass by this place. It’s so quiet now so no one will come over to save you!” 

The shorter practitioner continued, “Isn’t that so? You’d be calling your eyes out and crying for help to 

no avail! So don’t bother with those unnecessary resistance! We are men who knows how to protect the 

fairer sex and you’re such a petite young lady so as long as you listen to us obediently, we will not do 

anything to you.” 

Huang Yueli’s brows rose as she laughed coldly in her mind. 

These two dumb asses were really meaningful. They were only in seventh stage realm initial level 

cultivation and they actually dared to stop someone so arrogantly in the middle of the street! 

Did they really treat her as a weak young lady who would allow anyone to bully her? 

She believed that they would find out very soon that offending her Huang Yueli was absolutely the same 

as kicking an iron board! Later she’d make them cry! 

Huang Yueli’s mind was racing these thoughts but her expression revealed an extremely terrified look, 

as her long lashes kept on fluttering while her voice turned so gentle that it seemed to be like a 

mosquito buzzing. 

“You…. you guys really don’t hurt me?” 

She originally had outstanding looks and when she acted weak, it added some charm and the shorter 

practitioner immediately became lustful. 

“Of course we won’t. Hur hur, such a beauty like you, who has the heart to hurt you? Isn’t that right, 

Senior Brother?” He turned and took a look at the taller practitioner. 
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The taller practitioner saw his junior brother become lustful and couldn’t help but berate him silently! 

This fellow was lustful by nature and had already delayed many things due to this and now at this crucial 

moment, he still had these wiry thoughts! 

He stared fiercely at the shorter practitioner, “Alright, stop with the rubbish. The day isn’t young 

anymore so let’s hurry and bring her back. As long as we manage to gain a big credit, we will be able to 

obtain the clan’s inheritance and resources and all the beautiful young ladies in Sky Emperor City will be 

for you to choose from! Now stop thinking of all these!” 

The shorter practitioner smacked his lips regretfully. 



There were indeed a lot of beauties in Sky Emperor City but not many of them were able to match up to 

Li Moying’s fiancée. That peerless genius was still a natural born winner and there wasn’t any part of 

him which didn’t make anyone jealous! Not only did he have outstanding innate talent, his looks were 

especially handsome and even his fiancée had heavenly looks… 

Although it was a pity, but that shorter practitioner still knew clearly in his mind that his future ahead 

was more important. 

He gave a cough, “Yes, Senior Brother, let’s head up the carriage right now!” 

The taller practitioner nodded his head and turned towards Huang Yueli and said, “Young Miss Bai, you 

heard what my Junior Brother said. As long as you coordinate with us properly, nothing will happen to 

you. Anyway our main target isn’t you.” 

Huang Yueli pretended to shiver out of fright as she asked tremblingly, “Re…really? Your target is not 

me, then why… why do you have to capture me?” 

The two black robed men exchanged glances and the shorter practitioner couldn’t help but laughed out. 

“Tsk tsk, little beauty, don’t you even use your brains! What other reason could there be for someone to 

capture you, of course it’s because of that peerless fiancé who keeps creating trouble outside! If it 

wasn’t for the fact that he refused to listen, we wouldn’t have to resort to such a measure!” 

The taller practitioner frowned, “Alright, stop these gibberish. This is after all still a path and if anyone 

comes over later, it wouldn’t be good so let’s bring the carriage away first!” 

He commanded Huang Yueli, “Turn over, place your hands behind your back and don’t move!” 

The taller practitioner said that and took out a coil of Immortal Binding Rope as he bounded Huang 

Yueli’s wrists. 

Huang Yueli casted an eye at that coil of rope to discover that it was only a fourth tiered Profound 

Armament. Looked like these two robbers had not collated a complete set of information and totally 

didn’t know her ability at all. Whereas she herself carried the Sky Phoenix Ring on her and she could 

suppress her own cultivation so unless the other party had much outstanding ability than her, otherwise 

it would be very difficult to tell her real cultivation level. 

These two black robed men had thought everything was set in place but in actual fact, from what they 

thought, it didn’t matter if they bounded Huang Yueli up or not. They had long predestined that Huang 

Yueli was someone who relied on her outstanding talented fiancé hence she was able to helm her own 

in Blue Profound Sect. 

“Go back into the carriage and sit properly. Do not ever come out without our command! Do you hear 

us?” The taller practitioner barked sharply. 

Huang Yueli nodded her head as she shrank back into the carriage. 

The shorter practitioner jumped into the cabin and the taller practitioner kicked the two Blue Profound 

Sect’s disciples down as he sat onto the coachman’s position and shaking the reins, he drove the 

carriage into a small path which was rarely ridden by people. 



The shorter practitioner pulled down all the curtains to disallow Huang Yueli from seeing the tracks of 

where they were moving along. 

But Huang Yueli was still able to hear the surroundings outside becoming quieter and quieter so 

apparently, the carriage was moving into a desolate area. 

Shorter practitioner stayed in the same cabin as a peerless beauty and his heart was feeling frisky while 

his mind was like a cantering horse. 
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Initially, he still remembered his Senior Brother’s warnings and didn’t act blindly without thinking. 

But after the carriage had left for quite a distance, he felt that his mission was already successful and 

now that Huang Yueli was someone who was at his mercy, especially since outside was a desolate area 

and the skies had already turned dark… 

Under this atmosphere, his guts started to fatten up again. 

The shorter practitioner slowly got closer to Huang Yueli as he gave off a wretched laughter, “Little 

beauty, you have been trembling, are you really so afraid? Let this Elder Brother comfort you well…..” 

Huang Yueli’s lips twitched as she cried out in a sharp and tender tone, “You…. don’t come over… my 

fiancé is most overbearing and if you dare to do anything to me, when he comes and saves me, he will 

chop you up into a thousand pieces!” 

The shorter practitioner gave a sinister smile, “You’re still hoping that he can come and save you? I’m 

telling you, the moment he comes to save you will be the day of his death!” 

“No…. impossible! Moying he’s very powerful and his ability is so strong, it’s impossible for you guys to 

hurt him! You dare to do this kind of thing, he will definitely exact revenge fiercely!” 

The shorter practitioner laughed wildly, “Little Beauty, did you really think that Li Moying is invincible? 

Does he think that he’s Blue Profound Sect’s Sovereign Mu? It’s too comical! He’s merely a freshman 

who entered Sky Emperor City for just a few days and no matter how talented, he’s still a freshly 

ascended ninth stage realm practitioner! You really think he’s able to go up against the first rate 

powerhouse in Sky Emperor City?” 

Huang Yueli bit her lips as she intentionally said, “Wh… what powerhouse… Sky Emperor City’s 

powerhouse, why would… why would they have any feud with Moying? We were South Sky Region’s 

practitioners in the past and after we arrived in Sky Emperor City, we had been staying in Blue Profound 

Sect…..” 

“So you should think properly about which powerhouse had you offended when you were in South Sky 

Region! Our Young Master Leng from the Leng family is dead because of Li Moying, surely you have not 

forgotten about that so soon right?” 

The shorter practitioner assumed that success was within grasp hence he had no reservations when he 

was saying these. 

Huang Yueli was suddenly enlightened, “….. You are from the Leng family!” 



She originally had this guess but without evidence, she could not frame anyone casually hence she let 

these two black robed men up the carriage. 

Now since she had already wormed the facts out of them, then… 

“Junior Brother, shut your gap! Have you forgotten that Clan Leader asked us to proceed in secrecy and 

absolutely not be allowed to reveal our identities!” The taller practitioner’s voice suddenly emitted into 

the cabin. 

Shorter practitioner didn’t put much thought into it as he smiled, “Senior Brother, you’re just too 

uptight! This little beauty had already entered our Leng family’s doors so could she not know who had 

abducted her? Anyway since we’ve already captured her, let’s just wait to collect the clan’s resources, 

ha ha ha ha!” 

Saying that, he struck out his fat oily hand towards Huang Yueli, “Come, little beauty, look at your tender 

face, let me caress you… AH—!!!” 

The shorter practitioner hadn’t even managed to finish his words when a miserable shrill was heard 

coming from him! 

The taller practitioner’s heart jolted when he heard this sound and subconsciously tugged the reins to 

stop the horses before he turned around to lift the curtains. 

However, his hands had yet to touch the curtains when he saw the light purple curtain weaved from 

wild silk yarn floating in mid-air towards himself. 

An extremely harsh Profound Energy shot out from the lower end of the curtain as it struck his chest 

directly! 

The taller practitioner instinctively tried to evade but the speed of the burst of Profound Energy was just 

too swift! 
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His bodily reaction could not cope with his brain and his entire body seemed as though it froze as he 

could only watch with his eyes wide open at the golden red fire attributed Profound Energy struck 

directly on his chest…. as it went through his chest! 

The taller practitioner only felt his chest turning chilly and momentarily, he didn’t feel any pain. 

At the same time, he looked at the situation in the carriage’s cabin/ 

The shorter practitioner was lying in a pool of blood as his eyes were wide open, looking as though he 

had breathed his last. 

His outstretched right hand was completely shaved off and laid on the side and a certain area on his 

power body was also shaved off with one strike, as it was soaked in a puddle of blood. 

His awestruck expression before his death and that look with a remaining grievance expressed the shock 

in his inner heart. 



Even until his death, he probably had not understood why that weak tender looking stunning young lady 

had suddenly exploded with such powerful ability in an instance. She only took one strike with a sword 

and struck him dead on the spot! 

The taller practitioner’s astonished gaze fell onto the ground and slowly turned back onto the young 

lady standing by the side. 

Huang Yueli’s expression was icy cold as she looked at him, with her eyes filled with ridicule. 

“What you said is right, this place is indeed obscure and desolated, indeed no one will come to one’s 

rescue even if you balled your heart out, so…. no one can come and save you two!” 

The taller practitioner then realised the intense pain from his chest as his limbs turned icy cold. 

He finally understood that the two of them had assumed that bringing this young beauty to a desolated 

place thinking that they could do as they wished but she was hoping even more than them that they 

would go to a place where no one would disrupt them. 

Because in this way, she could murder them without any reservations! 

They thought that she was the prey, but in actual fact… she was the hunter! 

But wasn’t the young beauty in front of them was not merely Li Moying’s fiancée, hence she could 

become Blue Profound Sect’s direct disciple? Hadn’t she relied totally on Li Moying’s protection, hence 

she paraded herself ostentatiously about in town? 

Why… why was she so strong! 

Seven stage realm practitioner in front of a fifteen to sixteen year old young lass, but they actually didn’t 

have any way to retaliate! 

What kind of terrifying innate talent was this! 

To think that they thought that she was a weak young lady who only knew how to rely on a man! 

The taller practitioner knew that he was already on the brink of his death but he could only risk it all in 

order to live! 

He instantly jumped up and revolved all his Profound Energy all over his body, hoping to use the most 

powerful Profound Skill which he had learnt in this life, not even sparing to burn his life source, to 

forcibly lift his cultivation! 

But before he was able to strike, he felt a sharp piercing pain in his heart and the Profound energy which 

he had finally managed to gather, instantly dissipated in an instance. 

The taller practitioner lowered his head blankly and looked at his chest. 

A sharp longsword was pierced right into his chest and had stabbed through his heart while blood was 

surging out wildly. 

His eyes widened in disbelief as he looked at the blurry figure of Huang Yueli’s hand holding on to the 

sword. 



Under the misty moonlight, the young lady’s exceptional countenance appeared even more outstanding 

as the flowing dress with intricate embroidery which she wore was neat and tidy while the lower hem of 

the light muslin swayed along with the breeze, giving off an airy saintly feel. 

Huang Yueli’s lips hung a slightly sweet smile as she retracted her hand lightly. 

The long sword was pulled out. 

The taller practitioner’s body followed her actions and loudly dropped onto the ground. 

He fell onto the ground and his body had already stopped moving totally but his mind still had a weak 

awareness which allowed him to see Huang Yueli throwing the long sword onto the ground as she was 

mumbling softly. 

“After having slashed off such a disgusting thing, this sword cannot be kept anymore!” 
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Huang Yueli was saying that and lifting up her feet as she stepped on the longsword’s blade hard. 

A crisp “Click clack” sound resounded and the long sword was broken into two halved from the middle. 

The taller practitioner’s blurry mind only had one thought – that was a fifth tiered upper grade Profound 

Weapon! Even for a seventh stage realm practitioner, it was worth a small fortune but this young lass 

actually just destroyed it directly? 

Moreover the reason was…. because this sword had slashed the shorter practitioner’s *that part*….. 

F**k, tycoon! 

The taller practitioner’s last conscious slipped away gradually. 

Huang Yueli usually didn’t like to kill people but when two kinds of people fell into her hands, they were 

definitely doomed. The first kind was those who dared to get fuzzy with her and the second kind was 

those who dared to assassinate her fiancé! 

These two black robed men had violated both taboos of hers so she totally didn’t show any mercy 

towards them. 

After certifying that the both of them had already breathed their last, Huang Yueli patted the dust off 

her skirt and turned around as she prepared to leave. 

But just at this moment, she suddenly felt a kind of uneasy feeling, as she subconsciously looked around 

her surroundings. 

The night was late now and she was in a desolate place without any people around. The surroundings 

were filled with murky stones and sparse trees. When she looked from far, she couldn’t tell if there was 

anything abnormal about this place. 

But, she still decided to leave quickly. 

No matter what, dragging till this timing and not returning back, Cang Po Jun and the others should have 

gone mad with anxiety! 



She immediately jumped up the carriage and shook the reins as she flew back along the road which she 

came from! 

Right after Huang Yueli left not too long later, a figure suddenly appeared beside those two black robed 

men’s side. 

The person was an elderly man with a bushy ash coloured beard and a pair of small eyes which radiated 

gloriously, apparently a top expert. 

He took a look at the two corpses on the ground and immediately stopped as he pulled the black clothes 

on the two masked men’s faces. 

“Damn it! It’s indeed these two fellows!” Elderly man appeared an apparent frustrated look! 

” I knew these two fellows aren’t reliable and in the afternoon they didn’t even mind using the Sect’s 

secret transmission technique to inform This Elder that they had already captured Li Moying’s fiancée. In 

the end, after so long, these two fellows didn’t appear at all. I know things were going to be bad…. 

indeed, they had been counter-killed?” 

Elderly practitioner frowned as he apparently found it strange, “But they’ve already reached this place 

which is obvious that they’re already bringing the person whom they captured back so why did they 

suddenly come out with an accident? Moreover, they aren’t wounded that much, all killed in one 

instance…. Could it be that that young lass has a life saving Profound Artifact which she managed to take 

out at the crucial timing, taking the chance while they were unprepared to kill them in one shot?” 

The elderly practitioner frowned as he pondered over this for a moment as his eyes suddenly turned 

clear. 

Because he suddenly thought that since these two fellows had died here, it didn’t mean that it was 

something bad. 

From the condition and temperature of their corpses, they should have just died no longer than a 

quarter of an hour. If Li Moying’s fiancée depended on the Profound Artifact to kill them and escaped, 

then she apparently had not left for too huge a distance! 

Moreover, her life saving Profound Artifact was already used up and now facing this ninth stage realm 

Elder like him, could be put that she completely lacked the ability to resist! 

This was an opportunity that Heavens had chanced upon him! 

If he was able to capture her, not only would he be able to obtain the reward which clan leader had 

promised, he would also not need to split the gains to these two dumb disciples! 

Originally he was still concerned about his own dignity, hence was unwilling to follow those young 

disciples to lie in wait for a chance at Blue Profound Sect’s entrance. 
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But this chance had flown into his hands by itself and if he were to give it up, then he would really be an 

idiot for doing so! 



With this thinking in mind, the elderly immediately got up and followed the blurry carriage tracks, 

chasing after in hot pursuit. 

… 

Huang Yueli travelled swiftly for the entire journey, as she anxiously wanted to return to Blue Profound 

Sect. 

But the route which these two black robed men brought her was really too desolated and if it wasn’t for 

the fact that she had stayed for a decade plus in Sky Emperor City in her past life, hence giving her some 

understanding of the surrounding environment, she would probably have been lost long ago. 

She spent some time to differentiate the directions and drove the carriage with the hope of returning 

back on the official path. 

Just at this moment, a harsh burst of Profound Energy came chasing after her from behind! 

Huang Yueli’s reaction was extremely swift as she leapt down from the carriage! 

Profound Energy hit the two fourth tiered Reflective Night Sky and both steeds simultaneously cried out 

miserably as they were split right into two halves from the burst of Profound Energy, with their internal 

organs spilling all over the ground. 

Huang Yueli frowned slightly when she saw this scene. 

The incoming person’s ability… was much stronger than what she had expected! 

To be able to kill two fourth tiered magical beasts in one strike, moreover so accurately killing them 

while pursuing after her. This kind of potential was really not ordinary. 

Moreover, apparently, the person’s motive was originally to kill her two horses, trapping her here. 

Otherwise she wouldn’t have any chance to evade it at all. 

This person didn’t conceal his own identity as he directly walked out from not too far away. 

“Young Miss Bai, you’re in such a hurry, where are you thinking of going to?” 

Huang Yueli’s heart was startled as she could tell at the same time that this Elderly practitioner’s 

potential should be between ninth stage realm third to fourth level. 

This kind of cultivation, generally speaking, wasn’t considered as a top rated expert in Sky Emperor City, 

or not even second rated. Moreover with his age, putting him into a third rated practitioner was already 

a form of respect to him. 

But no matter what, he was still a genuine ninth stage realm practitioner! 

Towards the current her who was only in the sixth stage realm, it was an immense amount of threat, 

and it was possible that she might die on the spot. 

Huang Yueli’s heart was in high alert but the expression on her face didn’t reflect anything, “Who are 

you?” 



Elderly looked up and down at her, apparently sixing her up and upon seeing her calm and composed 

look, his eyes revealed a sense of admiration. 

“Tsk tsk, you’re really worthy of being Li Moying’s fiancée, indeed with extraordinary temperament. But 

how could you have the cheek to act innocent here? Earlier my two disciples had invited you back to our 

Sect as a guest out of goodwill but you killed the both of them upon disagreement! Aren’t you just doing 

as you wish just because you’re a disciple of Blue Profound Sect?” 

Huang Yueli heard that and was suddenly enlightened, “So, you’re also from the Leng family!” 

“You…” 

The elderly practitioner almost spat out a mouthful of blood. 

He originally intended to threaten her before abducting her and didn’t want to expose the powerhouse 

behind himself, whoever knew that the young lass in front of him had already found out about 

everything! 

Needless to ask, it must be those two fools with their loose mouths, which leaked out this secret! 

Since this was the case, then there was no need to put at up a false pretence as that had no meaning at 

all. 

Elderly gave a cold humpf, “Alright, since you already know my identity, then you should also know that 

your meeting with this incident is all your fiancé’s doing! To exact revenge for Young Master Leng, we 

will absolutely not let Li Moying off, so you can save up your pointless struggles!” 

“I am not like those two dumb fools to advise you not to do any small movements. It’s impossible for 

you to escape from my clutches.” 
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Huang Yueli also knew that when facing a ninth stage realm practitioner, the odds of pushing him back 

was very low. 

She frowned slightly as her heart cried out sorely. 

Originally she thought that she had already casted off Leng family’s pursuit and could hurry back but 

whoever knew that after killing two small ones, it actually attracted an old one. 

Ninth stage realm practitioner’s level in a powerhouse within Leng family was still an Elder, and he 

actually did such a degrading matter to abduct her which meant that Leng family’s clan leader had 

probably promised the skies to them! 

This was undoubtedly trying to push Li Moying to his death! 

Now, how was she supposed to escape from this? 

She had a piece of Blue Profound Sect’s emergency aid token on her and this was the life-saving token 

which only core direct disciples could own. But she was still a distance away from Blue Profound Sect 

and even if she set it off immediately, it would probably take quite a moment before the rescuers could 

hurry over. 



Was she really able to drag such a long duration of time? 

Just as she was pondering over this, the Elderly had already started to snort impatiently. 

“Enough, I will warn you once again to stop cooking up some tricks! That little bit of cultivation of yours 

can forget about hurting me! If you anger me, I won’t mind breaking your limbs and shattering your 

meridians then bounding you up to carry back to Leng family!” 

Huang Yueli’s lips twitched as she spoke out softly, “Don’t… Don’t do that, I’ll follow you back , alright?” 

Elderly gave a cold command, “Still not hurrying over!” 

Huang Yueli’s feet shuffled slowly, as she headed towards his direction. 

The elderly practitioner thought that he had obtained the absolute advantage and she totally didn’t dare 

to resist against him so he totally didn’t put up any defence as she got near him, intending to tie her up. 

Just as the two of them were just two to three steps apart, Huang Yueli suddenly shook her wrist! 

A silver glint flashed past the elderly practitioner’s eyes! 

“What?? What’s this gimmick??” 

Elderly practitioner instinctively felt something was amiss as he swiftly retreated backwards! 

But as the distance between them was just too near and he was totally caught off guard! He only felt 

bursts of piercing glows flickering by as intense piercing pain emitted from his face, chest, arms and 

various other parts of his body! 

Elderly practitioner tried his best to brandish his hands as he used his Profound Energy to strike away 

the Profound Armaments flying towards him. 

It was until a stick of incense was over when the silver light vanished completely and the elderly 

practitioner then realised that the thing which had attacked him earlier was a pile of thin cicada wing-

like flying daggers! 

These flying daggers were able to break through a ninth stage realm practitioner’s Protection Profound 

Qi to cause damage to him, so apparently it was at least a seventh tiered Profound Armament! 

These seventh tiered flying daggers had all landed on the ground as the elderly man swept a gaze over it 

as he saw at least seventy to eighty pairs of flying daggers! 

Even though he was cutting a sorry state right now, the elderly man couldn’t help but was astonished. 

So many seventh tiered Profound Armaments and all of it were uniformly produced…. Where did all 

these come from? 

However, without waiting for the elderly man to clear his mind, he already saw a slender figure flying 

swiftly into the desolate wilderness! 

Not only so, on the top of Huang Yueli’s head was a sword shaped totem which rose into the sky, 

brightening a large portion of the night sky. 



“What bad luck! This lass actually has Blue Profound Sect’s emergency aid token on her! Damn it, how 

did it turn out like this? Only twenty best direct disciples are able to own this token. She’s not some 

important figure, merely relying on her man’s reputation to get in, how is she able to get such a thing??” 

The elderly practitioner knew that things were going to take a turn for the worse and he must hurry up 

and capture Huang Yueli, bringing her away. 

 


